Abstract: Today most of desktop and mobile applications have analogues in the form of web-based applications. With evolution of development technologies and web technologies web application increased in functionality to
Desktop applications usually consist of one architectural layer -a client, web applications are often separated into three levels.
A client layer is usually an application interface that is provided to a user with information through a web browser. At this level, only the simplest business logic of the application is usually rendered. The application server is the middle architecture component that connects the client part and the database. On this layer, most of the business logic of the application is implemented. The database server layer, which provides the storage of information needed for the application, is usually implemented using a database management system. The browser (client) part of the application sends a request to the web server, the server according to business logic processes the request and sends data for writing or deleting to the database. If the client sends a request for data, the server part of the application receives data from the database according to the request and sends it to the client part for display to the user. Fig. 1 
Fig. 1 -the information schema of web-application.
In web development there are two major design patterns that exist for web applications development -one of the oldest and appeared simultaneously with the appearance of the Internet is multi page web applications (MPA) and and modern, which arose with the advent of ajax requests in traditional applications that is called single page web applications (SPA).
MPA (traditional web application)
In the simplest form, a multi-page application consists of several pages with a static information (text, images, etc) and links to the other pages with the same content. During a jump to another page, a browser reloads content of a page completely and downloads all resources again, even the components which are repeated throughout all pages (e.g., header, footer). [2] The main technologies for building multi-page web applications are html, css and javascript. It was the first way of developing websites.
Fig. 2 -the multi page web-application lifecycle
The user navigating to the application's web address sends a request to receive the application home page (1), the server processes the request and, in accordance with the operating logic, sends an HTML file to the client part to display information to the user (2), then when the client sends a request for data addition or goes through internal links (3) the server processes this information and sends a new HTML file (4) to the client-side application which leads to to reload current page to another one in user browser (Fig. 2) .
With this approach, there is nothing wrong with simple applications. But if there is a need to create a rich user interface, then the page might become very complex and be loaded with a lot of data and this data is first generated on the server side of the application then sent to the client side via the Internet. Because of this, the speed of page loading increases and the user experience with the application deteriorates. [3] A completely different approach to web application development is the use of AJAX, which appeared in the 2000s. When using AJAX in the page code, it is possible to transfer and retrieve the necessary data without reloading the page itself and not spending any unnecessary traffic. This technology allows you to integrate into a multi-page web application function with the help of MPA, which improves the responsiveness of the application.
Pros of the Multiple-Page Application:
• MPAprovides users with better visualization of the application. multi-level navigation is the main part of a multipage application.
• Since MPA consist of many pages they are easier to promote with keywords they can be set for each page separately, which at the moment is the best solution for.SEO [4] • Today it is the most popular solution for developing web applications. This means that you have a wide selection of literature and tutorials.
• Cons of the multiple-page application: • The business logic of multi-page applications is closely related to the client side and the server side, which does not allow changing the server part without affecting the client.
• The development becomes quite complex. The developer needs to use frameworks for either client and server side. This results in the longer time of application development. [4] • If you do not use Ajax, the page will be rebooted each time when user clicked on the link on web site • It takes a lot longer to develop mobile applications. In most cases, you will need to coding back-end from scratch. Traditional web applications use cases • Traditional web applications can be easily launched in browsers that do not support js..
•
The application is very simple and basically designed to display read-only information • Resources (Developers) in our team aren't familiar with JavaScript or TypeScript or Front-end development.
[5] 3. Single page application A SPA is a web application that literally has one page -a single HTML page is loaded in the browser and is not reloaded during use. In other words, SPA is a web application hosted on a single web page that downloads all the necessary code for the job, along with the page itself. An application of this type appeared relatively recently, with the beginning of the era of HTML5 and SPA is a typical representative of applications on HTML5. The content of such a site is loaded from the server using AJAX -asynchronous JavaScript and XML. To implement the work through AJAX, you also need to implement part of the application on the server side. Typically, scripting languages are used. Since HTML is loaded on the client side, the size of the payload is reduced, because the server returns only JSON, not HTML [6] .
Two possible implementations of the spa technology are available: all necessary code (html, css, js) is downloaded immediately to the client part of the application or dynamic loading of the required code in response to user operations.
SPAs request the markup (HTML) and data (JSON) independently and renders pages directly in the browser. The spa dynamically sends only data to the server, which takes less time and helps reduce the load on the network. This is done using asynchronous requests to the server using AJAX or using web sockets. (Fig. 3) .
Fig. 3 -the single page application lifecycle
A single-page web application always works on the client side, so there is no constant reload of the page and the user can use the applications without any problems Every day millions of people use SPA, for example gmail, gitlab, facebook or google maps Today, there are many frameworks and languages for building single-page web applications such as ReactJS, Angular3, VueJS, ASP.NET, etc.. SPA supports client navigation. All the "walking" of the user on the page-modules is unambiguously fixed in the navigation history, and the navigation is "deep", that is, if the user copies and opens a link to the internal module-page in another browser or window, he will go to the corresponding page.
SPA is hosted on one web page, so all the scripts and styles necessary for the site's work should be defined in one place of the project -on a single web page. Single-page applications loads all the scripts required to start the application when the web page is initialized.
In SPA, the number of files with scripts can reach several hundred, or even thousands. And "downloading all scripts" does not mean that all hundreds and thousands of files with scripts will be loaded immediately when the site is loaded. To solve the problem of loading a large number of scripts in the SPA, an API called AMD.
AMD implements the ability to download scripts on demand. That is, if you need 3 scripts for the "main page" of a singlepage application, they will be downloaded before the program starts. And if the user clicks on another page of a single-page application, for example, "About the program", the AMD principle will load the module (script + markup) only before moving to this page.
Pros of the Single-Page Application:
• SPA work on a large number of devices, and therefore, by creating one application, you get a much larger audience of users than using a standard approach.
• Application development is greatly simplified, you do not need to write code to render on the server. • Single-page applications can easily be debugged in a web browser without using additional extensions. You can look at network operations and track code changes on the fly.
• SPA can cache any local storage effectively. An application sends only one request, store all data, then it can use this data and works even offline [4] .
• Since the web page is one, it's much easier to build a rich, rich user interface.
• With the help of the SPA it is possible to develop huge sites for solving non-trivial tasksBetter user experience • Low cost of support in a long term. Cons of the Single-page Application:
• Heavy client frameworks which are required to be loaded to the client • So far, not all search engines support page rendering on the client side, which does not allow implementing effective management SEO [7] .
• Duplication of routers (in comparison with the classical approach).
• Since the application has one entry point, there is a risk that one error can lead to an inoperative state of the entire application.
The application of the laboratory of mechatronics and robotics of ONAPT is rather complicated, it contains rich functionality, has many pages for rendering, a lot of data is used and application is developed exclusively for the needs of the laboratory, there is no need to use seo optimisation, so it was decided to use the SPA methodology.
In the Mechatronics Robot Laboratory ONAFT application, 7 pages with different content are used, each page also has subsections, where it is also displayed different from the main content.
The main idea of the SPA is that the user is loaded one page, basically this is index.html. In the process of working with the application, the user navigates through internal links, sends or receives data, and the operation of the spa is performed in such a way that the user does not notice how the content is downloaded, since not the entire page is rebooted, but only its main part (highlighted in red). This gives a big advantage over MPA, since it reduces the response time of the application to user actions. The use of spa in the development makes it possible to develop a mobile application in the future, because the server part of the application is built on the basis of the RESTful API architecture.
Fig. 4 -The Mechatronics Robot Laboratory ONAFT application
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Conclusions
As more and more companies make their applications available on the Internet, some of them have huge functionality comparable to desktop applications. This provides a competitively comparable product on the market, relieves the user from the need to install applications on the desktop, the application will always be available on the Internet. Depending on the goals of the final product, you need to choose the development method, if the application is small, has several dynamic pages, and the main content is static, then it makes sense to select MPA. On the other hand, if the application has a complex structure, many volumes of data are wrapped up in it, a good UX is needed, then you should use the SPA. SPA more modern way for creating web applications, so this approach was chosen to create a Mechatronics Robot Laboratory ONAFT application application.
